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Flexible pressure sensors have gained ever-increasing attention because of their widespread applications

in wearable devices. The sensor fabrication technologies reported so far are generally complicated, limit-

ing their industrial applications. It is therefore of great importance to develop a simple method to fabricate

high-performance flexible pressure sensors. Herein, we report an approach of assembling gold nano-

particles into strictly aligned and densely stacked micro/nanowires by imprinting for flexible pressure

sensors with high performance. By our method, the whole assembly process takes only 1 min. The

pressure sensor exhibits a best detection limit as low as 25 Pa. The sensors could be attached to any part

of the human body and are so sensitive that even pulses in different regions of the body and the differ-

ences between a pregnant woman and a nonpregnant woman could be distinguished.

Introduction

Recent years have witnessed a rapid development of soft
robots, artificial intelligence and wearable health care
devices.1–3 As one of the most fundamental component parts,
flexible electronic devices which exhibit sensing performance
have aroused great attention and research interest.4–7 Of all
the sensing devices, pressure sensors, which can convert
people’s daily activities, physiological activities and other
pressure stimulation information into readable signals, are of
greatest importance.5 In order to expand their application
range in artificial intelligence, wearable health care devices
and other industrial applications, great efforts are now being
made to find a simple, low-cost and efficient fabrication strat-
egy for high-sensitivity, high-flexibility and low-power-con-
sumption pressure sensing devices.8–10

Because of their simple device structure and ease of fabrica-
tion, piezoresistivity-based pressure sensors have been studied
extensively.11,12 Functional conductive materials are generally

filled into a flexible matrix to achieve flexible pressure sensors
with high performance.12 For example, by filling the conduc-
tive graphene into a 3D hollow matrix, the Zhao group had
achieved a flexible pressure sensor with a high sensitivity up to
15.9 kPa−1.13 However, the preparations of the porous matrix
are cumbersome and time-consuming. Moreover, the filling
process of active materials into the porous matrix is rather
complicated and often takes much time, leading to a long
preparation cycle.13

From the aspect of materials, as one of the most popular
multiple functional materials,14–17 metal nanoparticles have
been widely used in several fields, such as chemistry (cataly-
zer),18 biomedical science (drug delivery),19 and optics (optical
switch, optical communication).20 Owing to their great electri-
cal conductivity, metal nanoparticles are often used as conduc-
tive paste. Despite all of these outstanding properties, metal
nanoparticles have rarely been applied in flexible pressure
sensors.

In order to simplify the preparation of the flexible pressure
sensor, here we propose an imprinting strategy to effectively
assemble gold nanoparticles into densely stacked micro/nano-
wires. The whole assembly process takes only 1 min. By this
method, we have achieved a pressure sensor with a low limit of
detection (25 Pa), low operating voltage (<0.1 V) and low power
consumption (<0.8 mW). Because of its two-dimensional struc-
ture and small size, it has advantages of better robustness and
easier integration than previously reported three-dimensional
structure-based pressure sensors. It has excellent stability in
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the atmospheric environment and under humidity and can
work under various conditions. In addition, because of the
many contact points provided by the nanoparticle densely
packed micro/nanowires, the gold nanoparticle-stacked micro/
nanowire-based pressure sensors are capable of working in a
low pressure regime, which is very important for their appli-
cation in ultra-sensitive e-skin. Furthermore, the simple and
low-cost fabrication process makes it possible for mass pro-
duction for industrial applications. This kind of pressure sensor
can be attached to the human body to monitor biological
signals such as artery waveforms and body movements such as
the bending of fingers or wrists and voice vibration, and can
also be applied to a robotic hand for detecting signals of grab-
bing objects and other motions. Our work therefore provides a
new path to the fabrication of flexible pressure sensors.

Results and discussion

The imprinting method is an effective way to control the pat-
terns and orientation of functional materials by template
restriction.21 It has been successfully applied to achieving pat-
terning of various materials during their self-assembly
process.22 Here we exploit this traditional imprinting method
to assemble gold nanoparticles into densely packed micro/
nanowires. We chose (11-mercaptoundecyl)tetra(ethylene
glycol) functionalized gold nanoparticle water dispersion to
prepare these densely packed micro/nanowires. The schematic
diagram of the preparation process is presented in Fig. 1a–d.
Firstly, a PDMS template with microchannel structures is
placed to come into close contact with the substrate (Fig. 1a).
In order to make sure that the PDMS template is in tight
contact with the substrate, a slight pressure is applied to the
PDMS template. Therefore, several separate microchannels

were formed between the PDMS template and the substrate. A
small amount of gold nanoparticle colloid is then dropped
onto one end of the PDMS template (Fig. 1b). Owing to the
capillary force, the colloid liquid is guided into the separated
microchannels and gradually fills them up to form several sep-
arate liquid strips (Fig. 1c). Then, at an appropriate heating
temperature, the nanoparticle dispersion liquid begins to
evaporate. Because of the adsorption of the microchannel side
walls, two liquid tails formed on both sides of each microchan-
nel. During the evaporation process, the side walls of the
microchannels provide deposition sites for gold nanoparticles
(Fig. 1d). Thus, after a short period of time, the water mole-
cules in the gold nanoparticle dispersion evaporate comple-
tely, leaving micro/nanowires stacked by gold nanoparticles on
both sides of the microchannel walls (Fig. 1e). After the PDMS
template is removed, many gold nanoparticle-stacked micro/
nanowire arrays are left on the substrate (Fig. 1f). To gain a
deeper and more detailed understanding of this assembly
process, we use a heating stage with a light hole to directly
observe the entire process under a microscope. As shown in
Fig. 1g–i, driven by the capillary force, the liquid quickly filled
discrete channels (Fig. 1g). At an appropriate temperature, with
the gradual evaporation of water molecules of the dispersion, the
liquid with a concave surface moved to the ends of the micro-
channels, leaving two deposition tails on the side walls (Fig. 1h).
With the liquid moving forward, the gold nanoparticles were
finally deposited on the side walls of the microchannels. When
the evaporation process completed (Fig. 1i) and the PDMS tem-
plate was peeled off, the aligned nanoparticle-stacked micro/
nanowires remained on the substrate. It took only a few seconds
to complete the nanoparticle assembly process.

The optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy
images presented in Fig. 2a and b show that the gold nano-

Fig. 1 (a–f ) Schematic illustration of the fabrication process of micro/
nanowires by the imprinting method. (g–i) In situ observation of the
assembly process through a microscope at different stages: t = 0 s, (g); t
= 27 s, (h); t = 59 s, (i). Scale bars: 50 μm.

Fig. 2 Characterization of the assembled gold micro/nanowires. (a)
Optical microscopy image of assembled gold microwire arrays. SEM
images of (b) assembled gold microwire arrays and (c) curved microwire
arrays. (d) Network structures obtained by sequential printing. (e) High-
magnification SEM image of the microwire. (f ) AFM image of microwire
arrays. Scale bars: (a) 50 μm, (b) 34 μm, (c) 25 μm, (d) 36 μm, and (e)
750 nm.
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particles in the dispersion had been successfully assembled
into densely stacked micro/nanowire arrays. From the magni-
fied scanning electron microscopy graph, it could be observed
that the micro/nanowires have a uniform width, a smooth
surface, and a triangular side structure (Fig. 2e and Fig. S1†).
By simply changing the microchannel patterns of the PDMS
template, the patterns of the fabricated micro/nanowire arrays
can be easily tuned. As shown in Fig. 2c, we can easily fabricate
curved microwire array patterns by changing the design of the
template pattern. The bending angle of the curved lines is up
to 120°, and no obvious defects or breakpoints can be
observed at the bending points, demonstrating a high-quality
micro/nanowire structure. In addition, we can also regulate the
spacing between the micro/nanowires by adjusting the inter-
vals and widths of template microchannels. As shown in ESI
Fig. S2,† we have obtained micro/nanowire arrays with
different intervals (from 5 μm to 35 μm or even 50 μm) by
simply changing the intervals and widths of template micro-
channels. Such an easy and direct method makes it easily
applied to devices with different conductivity or transparency
requirements. Different conductivities and transparencies were
achieved by changing the intervals of the micro/nanowire
arrays, as shown in ESI Fig. S3.† By sequential printing on the
already prepared micro/nanowire patterns, we can obtain
network structures as shown in Fig. 2d. From the atomic force
microscopy image in Fig. 2f, the gold nanoparticle densely
stacked micro/nanowires are evenly patterned, with uniform
height, width and intervals. Different from the disorderly gold
nanowires obtained by the traditional method, the micro/
nanowires fabricated by this method are very straight and
strictly aligned because of the confinement of the templates.
This is very beneficial for their anisotropic properties and can
extend their application to anisotropic devices. The length of
the micro/nanowires can be adjusted by tuning the length of
the template from several micrometers to even millimeters,
which can meet different device size requirements. Therefore,
our method is suitable for a large-area fabrication process, as
shown in ESI Fig. S4,† and aligned gold nanoparticle densely
stacked-microwire arrays with an area of over 3 cm × 3 cm were
fabricated.

We noticed that the width and thickness of the assembled
gold micro/nanowires could be readily tuned by changing the
number of nanoparticles that were filled in the microchannels.
The number of nanoparticles in the microchannels mainly
depends on two factors: the concentration of the filled dis-
persion and the volume of the microchannels. Here we
explored the influence of these two factors on the width and
thickness of the assembled micro/nanowires. Firstly, we fixed
the volume of the template microchannels as a constant, and
each time 5 μl of gold nanoparticle dispersion of different con-
centrations was applied to assemble into micro/nanowires
with different heights and thicknesses. As shown in Fig. 3, an
atomic force microscope was used to measure the width and
thickness of the assembled micro/nanowires. When the con-
centration of the applied dispersion decreased, the width and
thickness of the assembled micro/nanowires decreased accord-

ingly (Fig. 3a and c). When the concentration decreased to
0.6% w/v, it was almost impossible to form complete wire
structures. This was consistent with common sense: when the
concentration decreased, the number of nanoparticles in the
dispersion was smaller, thereby leading to a reduction in both
the width and thickness. By changing the depth of the tem-
plate microchannels, we explored the influence of the volume
of the filled liquid on the width and thickness of the
assembled micro/nanowires (Fig. 3b). Here we fixed the dis-
persion concentration at 2% w/v, and the depths of the tem-
plate microchannels varied from 3.5 μm to 7.8 μm. The width
of the obtained micro/nanowires increased from around
800 nm to 2 μm around and the height from around 100 nm
to around 300 nm, correspondingly. With the increase in the
depths of template microchannels and consequently the
increase in liquid volume that was filled in the microchannels,
more gold nanoparticles were deposited onto micro/nano-
wires, thus contributing to wider and larger micro/nanowires.
Therefore, by controlling the dispersion concentration and the
depth of the template channels, we can tune the height and
width of the assembled micro/nanowires to meet the needs of
different device preparations.

We found that the prepared gold micro/nanowires were not
electrically conductive, which may be due to two reasons.
Firstly, the organic functional groups encapsulated outside the
nanoparticles lead to an untight connection among these
nanoparticles, which form a significant barrier for electron
transportation among these nanoparticles.23 The low crystalli-
nity of the prepared gold micro/nanowires also hindered the
electron transportation within the nanoparticles. So we adopt
the high-temperature annealing method to solve these pro-
blems. The high temperature annealing process can shorten
the distance among the nanoparticles by sintering to enhance
the conductivity.23 At the same time, under high temperature
conditions, the organic functional groups that encapsulate the
nanoparticles also degrade, further increasing the bonding
between the particles, thereby increasing the conductivity. In

Fig. 3 Different widths and thicknesses of the assembled gold micro/
nanowires affected by different parameters: (a) concentrations and (b)
different template depths. (c) Height profile image of seven micro/nano-
wires of different dispersion concentrations. (d–e) AFM images of micro/
nanowires of different dispersion concentrations, 1.3% (d); 0.8% (e);
0.6% (f ).
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addition, the high-temperature annealing can increase the
crystallinity of the deposited nanoparticles by promoting grain
growth and recrystallization.24 It has been noticed that the as-
prepared assembled micro/nanowires exhibit the indexed
peaks of gold. However, after high temperature annealing, the
XRD diffraction peaks of the assembled micro/nanowires have
a much stronger intensity and a narrower full width at
half maximum compared with those of the as-prepared
assembled micro/nanowires (ESI Fig. S5†), demonstrating an
improvement of crystallinity. At the same time, we found that
as the annealing temperature increases, the conductivity of the
gold micro/nanowires is indeed enhanced, as shown in
ESI Fig. S6 and S7.† Therefore, we chose the gold micro/
nanowires after 250 °C of annealing for the preparation of the
pressure sensor.

Prior to the application of this gold nanoparticle densely
packed microwire-based pressure sensor, the working mecha-
nism was investigated. Since the annealing temperature is
around 250 °C, we chose a polymer polyimide with high temp-
erature resistance as the substrate material. Two gold electrode
pairs with a gap of 100 μm were evaporated perpendicularly on
the micro/nanowire arrays (ESI Fig. S8†). A constant voltage of
0.1 V was applied to the device and the corresponding current
was recorded when the external pressure was applied. In
Fig. 4, the variations in resistance expressed as (R − R0)/R0 in
response to different outward and inward bending radii are
presented. It was noticed that when the device was in an
outward bending state (Fig. 4a and d), there was an increasing
trend in device resistance, and the larger the bending radius,
the higher the device resistance tended to be. Conversely,

when the applied pressure bends the device inwardly (Fig. 4c
and e), the resistance of the device decreased with the
reduction of the bending radius. The pressure induced vari-
ation in device resistance mainly originates from the change of
connection among the gold nanoparticles of the assembled
micro/nanowires. The outward bending state of the device
pulls the gold nanoparticles apart from each other, thus
leading to fewer electron transportation paths and the increase
in the device resistance. In contrast, in an inward bending
state, the nanoparticles of the micro/nanowires are com-
pressed closer to each other, contributing to an increase in
electron transportation paths, and as a result the device resis-
tance was reduced. There are a tremendous number of nano-
particles in the micro/nanowires, providing a lot of variable
contact areas. When a small external pressure was imposed to
the micro/nanowire-based device, the accumulation of the vari-
ation in the contact area of the numerous nanoparticles pro-
duced a rapid and large change in the device resistance, upon
which a high sensitive device was fabricated. In addition, even
a small pressure as low as 25 Pa can trigger a current variation,
as shown in ESI Fig. S9.† This confirms that this gold nano-
particle-based pressure sensor has a high sensitivity and can
work in the low pressure range. For practical applications, the
device will be under pressure and released repeatedly. As
another important factor, the stability of the device was tested
by bending outwardly and inwardly many times. As shown in
Fig. 4f and g, even after 6000 bending cycles, the device resis-
tance can get back to its initial value with a slight variation
around 5%. This feature will facilitate its application to
durable devices. The practical application of the device
requires that the device has good stability under various con-
ditions. Because gold is an extremely stable metal, it remains
very stable in the atmosphere or other conditions. Therefore,
our pressure sensor based on gold nanoparticle densely
packed micro/nanowires has very high stability. The stability of
the device in the atmospheric environment and in humidity is
studied. As shown in ESI Fig. S10,† after three weeks under
atmospheric conditions, the electrical conductivity of the
device has hardly changed. The conductivity of the device
remains in its initial state under a relative humidity of 96% for
120 hours. These results show that the device based on gold
nanoparticle densely packed micro/nanowires has excellent
stability and can work under various conditions.

In order to investigate its capacity to be assembled as wear-
able pressure sensors for soft robots, artificial intelligence and
human movement monitoring, the sensitivity of the device
(fabricated at a concentration of 2%) was quantitatively evalu-
ated, as shown in Fig. 5 and ESI Fig. S11a.† The current
change of the device in accordance with the applied pressure
was recorded to measure the sensitivity. We defined the sensi-
tivity as S = (I − I0)/ΔP × I0, where P is the applied pressure and
I and I0 are the original current without pressure loading and
the current after external pressure, respectively. From Fig. 5,
determined by the slope of the current curve, different sensi-
tivities were obtained in the different pressure ranges. In the
lower pressure range (under 1 kPa), we obtained a sensitivity of

Fig. 4 Working mechanism of the flexible pressure sensor. (a–c)
Schematic illustration of different bending states of the assembled
micro/nanowires. (d–e) Different variations in resistance in response to
different outward (d) and inward (e) bending radii. (f–g) The durability
and stability measurement by bending outwardly (f ) and inwardly (g)
many times.
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0.08 kPa−1. This confirms that this gold nanoparticle-based
pressure sensor has a high sensitivity and can work in the low
pressure range. As the applied pressure increased above 1.5
kPa, the sensitivity gradually decreased to 0.048 kPa−1. The
reduction in sensitivity in the high pressure range could be
explained by the saturation of the change in the connection
between the nanoparticles. The sensing performances of the
pressure sensors fabricated with different sizes of micro/nano-
wires were also discussed. As discussed above, we fabricated
micro/nanowires with different widths and heights by chan-
ging the concentration of the dispersion. The sensitivities of
the pressure sensors based on different sizes of micro/nano-
wires are shown in ESI Fig. S11b and S11c.† With the decrease
of the sizes of the micro/nanowires, the sensitivities of the
pressure sensors were also decreased accordingly. This may be
attributed to the fact that micro/nanowires of smaller size have
a smaller number of nanoparticles involved in the sensing
process.

Wearable and portable electric devices that can detect bio-
logical signals and provide helpful information for medical
diagnosis have great importance in the field of modern medi-
cine. In particular, as one of the leading causes of death,
cardiovascular disease could be prevented by monitoring the
artery pulse signals. Thus a lot of attention has been paid to
wearable pressure sensors which can monitor artery pulse
information in real time. Based on the analysis above, the
pressure sensor based on these gold nanoparticle densely
packed micro/nanowires was applied to detect artery pulse
signals, as shown in Fig. 6. It was very clear that the artery
pulse waveforms showed two distinct peaks P1 and P2 (Fig. 6b).
P1 represents the sum of the forward travelling wave and
reflected wave, and P2 denotes the reflected wave from the
lower body subtracted by the end-diastolic pressure. Useful
parameters can be obtained according to the two peaks, such
as the radial augmentation index (AIr = P2/P1) and ΔTDVP(= TP2

− TP1
). Because of the flexibility, the pressure sensor can be

easily attached to a variety of artery parts of the human body
such as the carotid artery on the neck, the brachial artery on

the medial side of the arm, and the radial artery on the wrist
(Fig. 6a). The output pulse waveforms are clear and slightly
different from each other (Fig. 6b), indicating that this
pressure sensor is adaptable to various body regions and can
effectively sense the slight differences of the artery pulse wave-
forms in different regions. According to Traditional Chinese
Medicine, waveforms of the three different acupoints located
at the radial artery region which was named Cun, Guan, and
Chi respectively (Fig. 6c) provide substantial information for
medical diagnosis. Thus measurements of the waveforms of
the Cun, Guan, and Chi acupoints are very important. As
shown in Fig. 6d, waveforms corresponding to the three acu-
points were effectively measured and recorded. The differences
of the waveforms and peak positions were clearly distin-
guished and could provide useful information for disease diag-
nosis. As shown in Fig. 6e and ESI Fig. S12,† the radial artery
pulse of two testers (a 24-year-old male and a 27-year-old
female) before and after exercise was monitored. From the
pulse waveforms, we noticed that the heart rate was faster after
exercise. For the male tester, the heart rate increased from ≈75
bpm to ≈102 bpm, and AIr decreased from 0.43 to 0.26 after
exercise. And for the female tester, the heart rate increased

Fig. 5 Relative current change of the pressure sensor during pressure
loading.

Fig. 6 Artery pulse information monitoring in real time. (a) Several
artery regions in the human body. (b) Artery pulse information measured
from different regions with our pressure sensor. (c) Locations of Cun,
Guan, and Chi acupoints. (d) Waveforms of the Cun, Guan, and Chi acu-
points measured by our pressure sensor. Radial artery pulse information
of a 24-year-old male (e) and a pregnant woman and a non-pregnant
woman (f).
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from ≈72 bpm to ≈107 bpm, and the AIr decreased from 0.46
to 0.29 after exercise. For the two testers, the decrease of P2
was caused by the dilated muscular arteries and reduction of
arterial pressure augmentation after exercise. To monitor and
distinguish the pulse of pregnant women is very meaningful
for medical devices. Our device is so sensitive that it can be
used to distinguish the pulse signals of pregnant women and
non-pregnant women. In Fig. 6j, the real-time pulse signals of
a pregnant woman and a non-pregnant woman are presented.
It is clear that the pulse frequency of the pregnant woman (91
bpm) is higher than that of the non-pregnant woman (75
bpm). In addition to frequency, the pulse waveform of the
pregnant woman is completely different from that of the non-
pregnant woman. The above results demonstrate that pressure
sensors based on these gold nanoparticle densely packed
micro/nanowires can monitor the human artery signals suc-
cessfully and hence could be utilized for wearable medical
applications.

To evaluate its capability of human activity monitoring, the
pressure sensor was affixed to several regions of the human
body to record body movements in real time, as shown in
Fig. 7. Firstly, the pressure sensor was attached to the second
knuckles of the forefinger to monitor its bending movements,
as shown in Fig. 7a. When the finger bent, the contact area of
the nanoparticles would change accordingly, leading to
different output signals. Different resistance changes were out-
putted in response to different bending degrees of the finger.
The device was attached to the wrist and the opisthenar to
detect their movements. As shown in Fig. 7b and c, different
responsive signals in accordance with different bending angles
can be observed. Due to its wide range of work pressure, slight
movements such as muscle movements of the throat can also
be detected. We attached the pressure sensor to the throat to
detect the vibration signals of muscle movements when the
tester said different words. As shown in Fig. 7d, when different
phrases and words such as “thank you”, “you are welcome”,
“hello”, and “I am fine” were pronounced by the tester, the
pressure sensor exhibited different waveforms accordingly,
demonstrating that the pressure sensor could not only be
used to detect voice signals but also to distinguish different
words. Each word or phrase was repeated three times and
similar waveforms were obtained for the same words
and phrases, confirming the excellent reliability of the
pressure sensor.

The aforementioned investigations have successfully
demonstrated the pressure sensor’s capabilities of wearable
components for several practical applications. Here we
attached the pressure sensor to the human hand to feedback
the dynamic responses in real time when grabbing and
moving an object. Variations of the outputted current were
observed as the hand grabbed an apple and released it. The
current increased rapidly as the grasping motion occurred,
and quickly decreased to the normal state when the apple was
released, as shown in Fig. 7e and f and ESI Movie S1.† As the
sensor was attached to different fingers, different pressure
responses of these fingers could be distinguished precisely

during the grabbing and releasing process, as shown in
Fig. 7g. We also attached the pressure sensor to an artificial
hand as smart sensing, as shown in Fig. 7h. The pressure
induced by hand shaking was monitored in real time by the
attached pressure sensor. Fig. 7i shows the dynamic current
responses when a tester shook hands with the artificial hand
with three different pressures. The responses were not only
sensitive but also timely. As shown in Fig. 7j and ESI Fig. S13,†
the response and relaxation time of the pressure sensor are
0.27 s and 0.11 s, respectively.

All the mentioned operations were conducted at a very low
voltage, and the energy consumption was below 0.8 mw. We
can still lower the value by further reducing the working
voltage. All the results we discussed above prove that the fabri-
cated pressure sensor has a wide range of applications for
wearable sensing units.

Fig. 7 Detection of several human body movements and an artificial
hand by the assembled micro/nanowire-based pressure sensor. Optical
images and current signals of the pressure sensor when it is attached to
the (a) forefinger, (b) opisthenar, (c) wrist, and (d) throat. (e) Photograph
of a human hand attached with the pressure sensor while grasping an
apple. (f ) Current response of the pressure sensor when an apple was
grabbed and released. (g) Different current responses of different
fingers while grabbing and releasing an apple. (h) Photograph of a
human hand shaking hands with the pressure sensor attached artificial
hand. (i) Different current signal responses when shaking hands with the
pressure sensor attached artificial hand at different pressures. ( j) High
resolution current responses of the pressure sensor.
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Conclusions

In this paper, a pressure sensor based on gold nanoparticle-
densely packed micro/nanowires was fabricated. Gold nano-
particles were effectively assembled into highly aligned micro/
nanowires by the imprinting method, and the pressure sensor
based on these gold micro/nanowires was successfully devel-
oped. Due to the excellent properties of the assembled gold
micro/nanowires, the pressure sensor exhibits a high sensi-
tivity, low detection limit (25 Pa), and low energy consumption
(<0.8 mW), extending its range of practical applications. These
excellent properties of the pressure sensor guarantee its appli-
cation in real-time monitoring of human daily movements and
being used as electronic skin for artificial limbs. Based on the
simple and low-cost fabrication process, outstanding perform-
ance and flexible properties, we provide a new path to smart
sensing devices.

Experimental
Materials

(11-Mercaptoundecyl)tetra(ethylene glycol) functionalized gold
nanoparticle water dispersion was purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich Co. (St Louis, MO) and used as received. The Sylgard
184 Silicone Elastomer kit (including monomer and curing
agent) was purchased from Dow Corning.

Preparation of photoresist master mold

A Si wafer was cleaned with acetone, ethanol, and deionized
water in turn and dried in an oven right before use. In order to
increase the adhesion of photoresist patterns on the Si sub-
strate, the Si substrate was firstly modified by spin-coating the
photoresist (SU-8) on it followed by UV irradiation to be fully
cured. After this modification procedure, another layer of
photoresist (SU-8) was spin-coated on the modified Si sub-
strate at a speed of 2500 rpm for 30 s and baked in an oven at
95 °C for 15 minutes. After UV exposure through a shadow
mask for 3 seconds, the substrate with cured photoresist pat-
terns was baked at 95 °C for 5 minutes. By immersing the sub-
strate into a developer for about 1 minute, photoresist patterns
were obtained and then further cured through another UV
exposure for 5 minutes to make the patterns stick to the sub-
strate more firmly.

Preparation of the patterned PDMS template

The PDMS precursor and curing agent were mixed at a ratio of
10 : 1 (w/w) and stirred until well mixed. After degassing by
centrifuging for 8 minutes, the mixture was poured onto the Si
mold and cured at 95 °C for 90 minutes. After being fully
cured, PDMS templates were obtained by carefully peeling off
from the Si master mold.

Characterization

The structures of the assembled micro/nanowires were
explored via scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL

JSM-7500F) at an accelerating voltage of 5.0 kV. The height
details were explored by atomic force microscopy (AFM, Bruker
Corporation) in tapping mode.

Device fabrication and measurement

The pressure sensor was fabricated by vacuum evaporation
deposition of two gold electrodes on the assembled gold nano-
particle densely packed micro/nanowires, and two silver wires
were pasted on these two electrodes to facilitate subsequent
measurements. A vernier caliper was used to control the
bending degree of a device when measuring the resistance
changes of the device at different bending degrees. At the
same time, a source meter was used to test the I–V curves, and
resistance values were calculated from the obtained I–V curves.
The electrical signal and performance characterization of the
device under pressure was performed by loading objects of
different weights and collected through a source meter. The
back of the device was affixed with double-sided tape to form a
wearable device to be attached on various parts of the human
body or on the artificial hand. All electrical signal collection
and real-time monitoring were performed using a source
meter (Keithley, 2635B system) at 0.1 V.
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